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"We must keep engaging and asking in

the right way – now more than ever that

will prove the worth of the Development

and Alumni Function."
Shaun Horan, Co-founder and Joint CEO, Halpin 

As a consequence of the Covid-19 crisis, UK universities are managing many challenges

as they prepare for a new academic year. These include risks to their financial

sustainability and the quality of teaching and research, alongside the human impact of

the crisis on students, staff and alumni.

Against this context, fundraising and alumni relations can seem a little insignificant. Yet

the critical role that donors and alumni play in ordinary times is amplified in times like

these. One thing that the crisis has taught us is that the uniting of communities has the

power to transform lives.

The Covid-19 crisis is unique because the need for funds towards student hardship,

research and other university priorities has never been greater. Yet many of the usual

working practices that we rely on to fundraise well - telephone campaigns, face-to-face

meetings, events - have been made impossible. In other words, at the very moment

when philanthropy is needed most, the normal ways of engaging our supporters have

been taken away. 

So, to better understand the impact of Covid-19 on fundraising and the ways in which

institutions have responded, we reached out to five fundraising leaders to discuss their

challenges and obtained insights from 20 universities via a short online survey. 

Whilst the findings contain few surprises, it has affirmed to us that each institution’s

response to the crisis has been as unique as the communities they serve. As we all now

prepare to return to life post-lockdown, and enact fundraising strategies and plans

accordingly, we hope that the following insights prove useful.

If you’d like to discuss any of our findings in greater depth, you’ll find our contact
details at the end of this report.
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We've secured more than £2m since lockdown for our

various Covid-19 projects but we're also sure that things will

change and philanthropy will look different after this is

over. People will give more locally and will consider much

more. The economic downturn will have an impact on

giving at all levels."

Fundraising Activity
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Fundraising and alumni relations teams reported that they are busier than ever with

prospect and donor responsiveness increasing as an outcome of lockdown. Where it

was once challenging to schedule meetings, many have been more available, with

institutions capitalising on the opportunity to establish or strengthen relationships, and

simply keep in touch.

 

Many report using phone and email considerably more to reach to alumni and

supporters, but caveat that an increased volume of activity will not necessarily lead to an

increase in income. Covid-19 has given teams both a reason and urgency around

engagement, and teams are prioritising the maintenance of key relationships with

major donors including trusts.

 

Interestingly, our survey found many reporting either no change or some increase in

trust fundraising. We found that a number of major UK trusts and foundations have

suspended their grant-making programmes to focus on those individuals and

organisations in urgent need on the frontline. Whilst application pauses and

programme changes are likely to be a short-term consequence of the crisis, in the long

term the size and frequency of foundation donations are likely to be impacted in line

with foundation income/investments.

Survey respondents echo this point. Concerns are generally not for the short-term

impact on fundraising, but for the medium and long-term.



Fundraising Activity
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Fig 1. To what extent has Covid-19 impacted on the volume of the following?

There have been new opportunities for fundraising

from this crisis and we have moved quickly to put

them in place early on in the lockdown. We are

mindful however that our community is going to be

affected now and longer term in many ways. At the

moment our job is to keep a light touch contact."



Fundraising Activity
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Asking is still taking place, with some specifically focused on Covid-19 related projects.

A number of institutions reported that they are working on the assumption that there

will be no international travel until Christmas 2020, few face-to-face meetings and no

in-person events.

 

The intensity of activity in recent months contrasts sharply with the challenges of

moving activities online, and working remotely. This is a challenge intensified at those

institutions reporting multiple fundraising vacancies. Whilst vacancies do provide

opportunities for immediate savings, they also cause workload pressures at a time when

many are balancing work with caring responsibilities and issues around remote working.

 

Volume of activity has of course also been impacted by staffing, with 50% of those we

surveyed reporting that they have furloughed staff (although many expect these to be

short term cuts to staffing).

A common response to these pressures and the adaptation to remote working is a

breakdown in siloed working. Many teams reported an increased focus on delivering

activity against projects, rather than by role. We can only hope that some of these more

positive changes to fundraising team culture remain once the crisis is over.



Fundraising Appeals
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The pandemic provides an opportunity to be

creative in how we engage with donors and alumni."

75% (15) of those surveyed are running or planning a Covid-19 appeal for student

hardship.

 

However, for many, student hardship fundraising is part of a wider Covid-19 response

appeal, or an existing appeal which is now receiving more prominence in alumni and

donor communications.

 

As of May 2020, funds raised by respondents ranged from £15,000 to £500,000 with

average appeal gifts ranging from £50 to £1,000.

 

Email (17), social media (16) and crowdfunding (7) are the most frequently cited

channels, with phone and face-to-face (virtual) contacts being limited to major donors.

 

50% (10) of those surveyed are running or planning a Covid-19 appeal for research, with

25% (5) not planning a specific appeal.

 

Unsurprisingly, many universities were quick to develop and launch their research

appeals, with a number of those we talked to and surveyed reporting that their appeals

were live within weeks of lockdown. 

 

In contrast to the student hardship appeals, face-to-face is more commonly cited

as a channel. Using multiple channels for each appeal is the norm, but research is more

often reinforced with direct approaches to major donors.

 

Given the universality of the crisis, appeal audiences are much wider than usual with

little segmentation required. Covid-19 impacts everybody, and so all are being

approached for support.



Major Gift Fundraising
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It remains to be proven how well (or not) we can engage

prospects virtually, especially new ones. We imagine-face-to

face engagement will continue to be compromised while

we observe social distancing and keep our fundraisers safe.

Being more skilled and adept at online relationship building

may help fundraisers broaden their pool however,

especially internationally."

100% of those surveyed are still requesting meetings, making asks and securing gifts.

A few report adopting a light-touch approach, sharing news and updates on campaigns

rather than making asks. 

 

As expected, giving levels are mixed, some giving more, others less, but many

comfortable with being approached and embracing meetings via videoconferencing.

 

One team reported temporarily pausing major gift activity for six weeks, which has seen

a positive response from donors as they are clearly managing resources carefully.

 

For many, the true impact of the crisis on giving levels will remain unknown for 6-12

months, once the economic consequences of Covid-19 are known.



Alumni Relations Activity
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Fig 2. To what extent has Covid-19 impacted on the volume of the following?

We have seen a marked increase in alumni wanting to

engage with us and with each other. We are seeing record

numbers of alumni joining online events. Many of our

international communities are hosting online webinars and

social events. Some major gifts prospects are more willing to

meet online than they would have been

under normal circumstances."
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Alumni relations around employability and student recruitment has jumped up the

agenda for university leadership. 

The crisis has demanded that alumni relations quickly adapts to develop new ways for

alumni to participate in volunteering and events. This has required a radical technical

learning curve but the response to smaller online events for international audiences

especially is likely to remain part of the alumni programme.

 

Opportunities to tell stories around fundraising and institutional activity have risen and

led to an increase in communications with many reporting high opening and click rates.

To quote one respondent, alumni are 'hungry' for content.

 

One of the largest reported challenges is replicating large events and intimate smaller

engagements online. Whilst take up is broadly strong, the general consensus is that

there is no substitution for in-person activities.

 

Only one of those we consulted with believed that alumni relations event will return

in autumn 2020. The overwhelming majority believe that events are more likely to

return late in the year and in 2021, and that remote activities will become the 'new

normal'. As much as possible is being moved online - with online the primary format for

the foreseeable future while social distancing measures are still in place.

Alumni Relations Activity



Understandably given how early it was in the crisis, none of those interviewed or

surveyed reported permanent staff cuts. Many institutions are waiting for recruitment

data before making more permanent decisions around resourcing.

 

Almost all reported being asked to make short-term cuts and reduce spend, which is

relatively simple for most teams given the impact on event and travel costs.

 

40% have adjusted their in-year targets, and 35% have set their targets for 2020/21.

 

On targets for next year, the anticipation is for a drop of between 25% and 40%.

However, as with budgets, the majority are waiting – 65% of those have not set targets

for next year and 60% had made no changes or adjustments to their targets with the

majority in the process of modelling based on the various scenarios predicted for

September.

 

Uncertainty is the word of the moment.

Resources and Targets
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Fig 3. Have any of the following taken place in your organisation in response to the

pandemic?:



Finally, a word on campaigns

Only three of the 20 we surveyed are currently in campaign. 

And of those, all three have needed to shift their campaign priorities, with one

institution also deferring the public launch and extending the campaign timeline.

 

For those teams fundraising ‘outside’ of a campaign-based strategy and structure, many

report being thankful for the flexibility of their fundraising focus which has allowed

them to be responsive to the crisis, and to the evolving nature of need. 

Similarly, a number of institutions report being focused on raising unrestricted funds so

that they can direct support to institutional priorities when they are known.

We haven't stopped planning for our campaign (due to

launch this autumn) - using this time to undertake more

detailed planning for a launch next year and ensuring

backroom operations e.g. data, research, are all ready to go."
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Fundraising feasibility study

Campaign planning

Performance review

Restructure

Interim staffing

Campaign communications

Case for Support 

Major gift training

Coaching and mentoring 

If the Covid-19 crisis has given you unexpected challenges with your move to remote

fundraising, or if you have identified specific campaign issues that need improvement,

then there are a number of options open to you.

Our fundraising feasibilities, coaching and interim management services are continuing

through the Covid-19 crisis,  and are being successfully completed entirely online. If you

or your team are in need of support or advice, get in touch to find out how we can

support you.

Halpin can  support you with:

To book an exploratory call to discuss your particular fundraising challenges,
contact us at info@halpinpartnership.com or call 020 3930 8303.

 

www.halpinpartnership.com

What's next for you?
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